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THE LOW-KEY HEROES WHO
GIVE OF THEMSELVES
All of us who work in heath
care and social services
have chosen to do so because we feel a desire, each
in our own way, to make
a contribution to society.
But one particular group,
our volunteers, has embraced its role in a unique
way. Having set aside their
concerns over career and
salary, volunteers make life
brighter for our healthcare
users and lighten the load
for staff, just for the sheer
love of wanting to give of
themselves and their time.

Follow us:
CIUSSS-CentreOuestMTL.gouv.qc.ca

To access past editions
of 360 ˚, click here.

Whatever their motivation, the true value of volunteers is beyond
measure. They’re people like:

National Volunteer Week may be a few weeks behind us, but anytime is the right time to acknowledge how much volunteers accomplish, and how much we would lose if not for their presence. In an
era when we keep re-emphasizing the importance of enhancing the
user experience, it is volunteers who help lead the way with
much-needed smiles, words of comfort, helpful information and even
a hand to hold on to.

•

Claire L’Africain, the tireless President of the Auxiliary
at the Father Dowd Residential Centre

•

Eddie Fagen, one of the dependable regulars at the
Catherine Booth Hospital

•

Beverly Torok, a favourite of the fourth-floor rehab team
at the Richardson Hospital

•

Nora Burnier, Jane Lareau, Bernie Green, Claudia
Serravalle and many others in the Braille Production Service
at the MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation Centre

•

the dedicated team of greeters at the Jewish General Hospital,
who not only provide directions, but are often the first friendly
faces that visitors encounter

•

Mrinal Dutta, who has contributed more than 1,500 volunteer
hours over the past 3½ years at the Henri Bradet Residential
Centre and the Saint Margaret Day Centre

My only regret is that I don’t have the space to name many hundreds more. By showing up in person to share their time, volunteers
are sharing kindness, companionship, sympathy and a willingness to
help bolster users’ dignity and sense of purpose. Not only do volunteers do the giving, they themselves are the gift—and nothing is more
precious than that.

And let’s not forget that as we watch our budgets closely, volunteers often supply the extra support that we might otherwise be hard
pressed to provide.

LAWRENCE ROSENBERG, M.D., PH.D
PRESIDENT AND CEO

The reasons for becoming a volunteer are varied. Some simply follow the example of parents, relatives and friends. Others, who have
survived a healthcare crisis, express their gratitude with a personal
gesture of thanks. Still others are searching for meaningful activity in
their retirement years.

NEWS ABOUT YOUR CIUSSS ON YOUTUBE
Since the beginning of 2017, the Communications
Department has been producing a series of videos
with news elements, entitled West-Central Report.
Find out what’s happening in your CIUSSS by
watching these three-minute capsule reports on
a variety of subjects.
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Just go to the CIUSSS YouTube page.
While you’re there, you can register to
be notified when a new video is posted.
Happy viewing!

YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Profiles of CIUSSS West-Central Montreal staff that go above and beyond the call of duty will be published in each edition of 360°.
If you would like to nominate someone, please contact Angelica Montagano at angelica.montagano.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

A COUNTLESS NUMBER
OF THANK YOUS
ALINE GAREAU, CLINICAL NURSE AT CLSC BENNY FARM
CLSCs across the province have always been a lifeline for mothers with newborns. A nurse’s first visit to evaluate the baby’s development is always appreciated and welcomed by the growing
family. There are some nurses’ that leave such an impression on
families that they are never forgotten. Aline Gareau, Clinical Nurse
at CLSC Benny Farm is one of them.
With over 43 years of experience, Aline has helped a countless
number of families welcome a new baby into their lives. Her patience and confidence in her work calms her clients and instills a
level of trust that makes them feel that all of their needs will be
met.
She is there every step of the way as she teaches pre-natal classes to expectant mothers. Her empathic approach allows nervous

mothers-to-be to open up and share their concerns about their
pregnancy. Under Aline’s guidance, clients are given information
that only an individual with exceptional expertise can provide. She
also offers baby massage classes that teaches mothers how to
relieve tension and sooth their little bundles of love.
“Aline sets the bar for all nurses during her interactions with our
clients,” said Leila Zourdani, Clinical Activity Specialist, “She always brings her joie de vie with her and helps make the team at
CLSC Benny Farm feel like a family.”
After years of dedicated service, Aline will be hanging up her hat
and taking time for herself as she is retiring. Her team will remember her fondly for being a supportive pillar and her meticulous note
taking skills.

NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY FOR STAFF
If you’re wondering how to reach a colleague
in our network or want to know where someone is located, you can now look up this information in the new telephone directory for
staff of CIUSSS West-Central Montreal.
Over the past few months, we’ve been
working on enhancing the version that was
piloted last summer. With this bilingual tool,
now available on the intranet home page (in
the “tools” section) , you will be responsible
for entering and updating your contact details, worksite and job title.

What’s more, you can now:
• retrieve your forgotten password by email
• add key words to your profile (e.g. job
functions, work groups, committees that
you are part of)
• search key words
Once you’ve entered or modified your profile
details, the administrator who oversees your
department’s section of the directory will be
notified and will verify that the information is
correct. All administrators will have the ability
to make changes. Therefore, please ensure
that the information you are adding to the
directory is accurate and up to date.

If you do not have an email address or
access to a computer, your contact information can be entered by someone in your
department. The person entering this data
must include their own email address in
your profile.
To start using the directory, you must create
a login name and password. A help tool is
available on the directory’s home page.
Important: The CIUSSS phone directory
does not replace local directories or emergency lists. Existing directories within
facilities of the network serve a very important purpose. For example, they contain physician contact information and
emergency telephone numbers. Please
continue to consult and update your local
directory, as usual.
With the telephone directory now in place,
contact information will be readily accessible
making it easier to communicate with one
another.
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CHANGE TO
DECLARATION
OF WORKPLACE
ACCIDENTS
To improve the declaration procedure of an accident at work, the Office of Health, Security and Well-Being in the Workplace has created a
new declaration form that is now
standard for the entire CIUSSS. It is
available on the intranet.
From now on, the form will be easier
to complete by staff who have had
a workplace accident, as well as by
managers.
Do you have a question about accident prevention and don’t know
whom to ask? We’ve made it easier!
The CIUSSS Prevention Team now
has a single e-mail address: prevention.sst.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca.
Team members will be happy to reply to you or even visit your site to try
to solve your problem.

COOKIES AND CONVERSATION WITH SENIOR LEADERS:
YOU’RE INVITED!
The strength behind our outstanding
healthcare network is our exceptional staff!
To complement my ongoing visits to
the various establishments of CIUSSS
West-Central Montreal, I am pleased to
share with you the calendar for the upcoming Cookies and Conversations tour
that will take place over the next few months.
Since these dates have been scheduled
several months ahead of time, it should
be possible for the teams to make
arrangements to attend.

√ 1.

CATHERINE BOOTH
Thursday, May 11, 2017
9:30 a.m.- 11:00 a.m.
Auditorium (Room 7)

All employees are strongly encouraged to
attend and participate.
Joining me on this tour will be, Francine
Dupuis,
Associate
President-Director
General, as well as other members of
the CIUSSS’s Senior Management Team
including Beverly Kravitz, Director of
Human Resources, Communications,
and Legal Affairs and Joanne Côté, Associate Director of Innovation, and Quantitative and Prescriptive Analysis. They
will be happy to answer your questions,
as well as update you about a variety
of organizational projects involving a
number of areas.

To thank you for your interest, we will serve
snacks and distribute small tokens of our
appreciation. They acknowledge the fact
that every day, members of our staff go the
extra mile to deliver superior health care
and social services throughout our network
for our users.
I look forward to meeting with you personally
over the coming weeks.
LAWRENCE ROSENBERG, M.D., PH.D
PRESIDENT AND CEO

4. CLSC PARK EXTENSION
Thursday, June 15, 2017
9:30 a.m.- 10:30 a.m.
Room 15-16-17 (basement)

7. JEWISH ELDERCARE
Thursday, October 5, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Room 2C.26

9. MIRIAM HOME
Thursday, October 19, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Auditorium

CLSC MÉTRO
Thursday, May 18, 2017
2:00 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.
Room 5A/B

5. SAINT MARGARET
RESIDENTIAL CENTRE
Tuesday, September 26, 2017
3:00 p.m. - 4 p.m.

10. MOUNT-SINAI
Tuesday, October 26, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

3. CLSC CÔTE-DES-NEIGES
Thursday, June 8, 2017
2:00 p.m – 4:00 p.m.
Room 532

6. DONALD BERMAN
MAIMONIDES
Thursday, September 28, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Synagogue

8. MACKAY CENTRE
3500 Decarie Blvd,
Montreal, QC H4A 3J5
Thursday, October 12, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Room 219

√ 2.

11. CLSC BENNY FARM
Tuesday, October 31, 2017
3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Ever wonder how our healthcare network is making life better for the
people it serves? For the answers, join Peter Anthony Holder as he
takes you behind the scenes in his podcast*, Your Health. From rehab
to research, from surgery to social work, let Peter be your guide to the
many faces of CIUSSS West-Central Montreal.
* currently available in English only
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FOOD SERVICES IN LONG-TERM CARE
Before each meal is served to residents, kitchen supervisors taste the
food and test the temperature. They verify all textures to ensure safety of residents with special needs. If there are any issues, the food on
the beltline is corrected on the spot. To ensure that food maintains its
temperature, the food is served on specially heated bases that help
retain heat as meals are delivered to residents.

With many stories in the
media recently concerning
the quality of food offered
in long-term care centres
across Quebec, did you
know that the food offerings at long-term care sites
across CIUSSS West-Central Montreal actually exceed
all provincial norms?

With an emphasis on quality of life and maintaining a homelike setting
(or milieu de vie) in long-term care, the preferences of each resident
are taken into account, and there are multiple meal options offered
each day. There is also an emphasis on presentation and the dining
environment. Meals are tailored to the nutritional care plan determined by the unique needs of the clientele.

Maintaining a high standard
of food delivered to hundreds of residents on a daily basis is no easy
task. Moshe Banoon and Georgia Graphos, Food Service Managers
for Jewish Eldercare, Mount Sinai and Donald Berman Maimonides
collaborate closely in order to ensure a high standard of food quality.

At a highly specialized site like Mount Sinai, individualized meals are
prepared daily to meet the needs of long-term care residents, as well
as patients receiving palliative care and pulmonary rehab.

Variety is the key when it comes to offering food in long-term care
setting. “It’s important to offer food familiar to residents,” Banoon
explains – pointing to items such as meatballs, roast chicken and
matzoh ball soup as some of the menu offerings at long-term care
facilities serving a Jewish clientele.

With her kitchen constantly evolving, Graphos points out: “Customer
service is our priority. We are here for the residents. ” Taking feedback
from residents seriously, Graphos was pleased when one resident
stopped her in the hallway to compliment her on the Passover menu.
“She told me she loved the brisket!” Graphos says with a smile.

ATHLETES FROM
THE MAB-MACKAY
REHABILITATION
CENTRE TAKE PART
IN DÉFI SPORTIF
ALTERGO
During the 34th edition of Défi Sportif AlterGo,
the MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation Centre was
represented by 16 clients who participated in
the athletics and swimming competitions at
the primary and secondary levels. This was
the first time that athletes with a visual impairment took part.

Défi sportif AlterGo is an international event
that brings together today’s and tomorrow’s
elite athletes, who have various handicaps.
Each year, about 5,000 athletes from approximately 20 countries compete for seven days
in Montreal and on the South Shore.

With the collaboration of the MAB-Mackay
Foundation and the Alexandre Bilodeau Fund
for adapted sports at MAB-Mackay, the team
wore new t-shirts that made them look great.
In addition to the team’s therapists and
internship students, several volunteers from
the Foundation contributed to the team’s
success.
The MAB-Mackay athletes also supported
the Centre’s outreach by giving radio interviews, making school presentations and
taking pictures during the competitions.
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MAB-Mackay has been participating in Défi
sportif Altergo since 2009. Each year, it
recruits as many people as possible to
heighten awareness of adapted sports which
are beneficial to physical as well as mental
health.
This competition enables families to see their
children being happy and proud, as they celebrate their athletic abilities with confidence.
It’s a magical moment for everyone!
Congratulations to all of the athletes and to
the MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation Centre.

Marie Cantin
Coordonnatrice régionale, spécialisée en matière de lutte contre la maltraitance envers les personnes aînées

World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
Do you know June 15th is World Elder Abuse Awareness Day?
Do you know an older adult personally or professionally that may be in a situation of mistreatment and
needs help?
Do you know who to call?
Older Adult Mistreatment is a reality! Do not hesitate to talk about it!

STUDENTS LEARN
THE IMPORTANCE OF
CONFIDENTIALITY
Confidentiality is a vitally important concept
both for paid employees of the health and social services network as well as students who
join these organizations to learn. Processes to
ensure the respect for confidentiality exist for
all personnel, including students.

Older Adult Mistreatment Helpline 514-489-ABUS (2287) or 1-888-489-2287
Do something nice for an older adult in your life today!

Your CIUSS team for the prevention of Older Adult Mistreatment
Sarita Israel
Coordinator of leading practices for the prevention of older adult mistreatment, CAU of social gerontology

If you are a student being trained at any site
within the CIUSSS you are required to sign a
confidentiality agreement on the first day of
your stage. This agreement clearly outlines all
of the important requirements students have
to respect while participating in the various
training programs. This agreement highlights
the importance the CIUSSS places on these
obligations, and binds the students to the
same set of rules and obligations as hired
personnel when it comes to maintaining confidentiality.

Helene Jones
Chef d'administration de programme, SAPA, SAPA Representative for the Governmental action plan to
counter older adult mistreatment

Sylvie Bouchard
Coordinator of the Aide Abus Aînés Provincial Helpline

Marie Cantin
Regional coordinator, Governmental action plan to counter older adult mistreatment

CONSTANCE-LETHBRIDGE
REHABILITATION CENTRE EMPLOYEE
RECEIVES 2017 CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
AWARD IN PHYSIOTHERAPY
Lynne Dawson, a physiotherapist at
the Constance-Letbridge Rehabilitation Centre, has been selected by
physiotherapy students to receive
the 2017 Clinical Excellence Award in
Physiotherapy. The award, bestowed
by the McGill School of Physical and
Occupational Therapy, acknowledges
Ms. Dawson’s work in clinical education and her exceptional performance
in teaching clinical practice and monitoring in the workplace.

Students also begin their training with a
general orientation of the organization. These
orientation sessions take place five times per
year corresponding with the start dates of
many stages throughout the CIUSSS. The
confidentiality forms are provided and signed
on that day and the students participate in
an important conversation about understanding confidentiality and the expectations of the
organization and the clientele about maintaining confidentiality.
Students are required to maintain confidentiality both while training in the organization
and following the end of the stage. All notes,
logs and file information are protected by the
regulations of confidentiality and all students
are made aware of this.
All stage training supervisors regularly
reinforce the notion of confidentiality and make
themselves available to the student at any
time to respond to any questions about this
important topic.

Ms. Dawson’s started her career in
1988 as a physiotherapist and has
been at Constance-Lethbridge for
the past 15 years. Each year, she
supervises the work of one to two
students in physical and occupational therapy. Ms. Dawson is the
gold standard in inspiring students
to passionately pursue physical and
occupational therapy.

Kevin Hayes
Associate Director
Medical and University Education
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THE SUCCESS OF THE EDUCATION CARAVAN!
As recently advertised, the Medical and University Education
Directorate (MUE) conducted its tour on March 24, 29 and 31
throughout the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal to present its
mandate, introduce its team and share with members its current
and upcoming projects. This tour, titled the “Education Caravan”,
was held in a warm and friendly atmosphere. It enabled the MUE
team to reach more than 130 individuals across three different
sites.The sites were carefully chosen to geographically cover the
network.
Associated with this tour, the Research Directorate also revealed
its contribution to the consolidation of the University Mission of
the CIUSSS, by presenting the criteria that permitted some of our
services to become designated University Centers or Institutes,
which is an asset to be safeguarded and perpetuated when developing different clinical projects within our CIUSSS.
This activity, following the integration of the CIUSSS and the implementation of Bill 10 two years ago, allowed the MUE Directorate to answer various questions from participants, whether managers or professionals, regarding the management of stages, the
coordination with educational institutions, the recognition of clinical teaching supervisors and the redistribution of stages’ income.
In addition, the Education Caravan allowed for the promotion of
the CIUSSS’ library and audiovisual resources and services which
are under the leadership of the Directorate. It further offered the
possibility to acknowledge the continuing support and collaboration provided by several services and clinical departments in the
coordination of the stages.

THEY SPOKE OF…
Dr Michelle Elizov, Director of the Medical and University Education
Directorate
The strong links with university and non-university educational
institutions.
The Directorate’s role in attracting interns, providing training and support
for future employees, as well as in disseminating best practices in clinical
teaching and supervision of interns.
The strategic vision of the Directorate and its action plan for the
consolidation of the academic and university mission of the institution.
Kevin Hayes, Associate Director of the Medical and University Education
Directorate - Operations
The integrated CIUSSS databases for the management of stages and harmonization process. All information needed to facilitate these processes
will be available on the CIUSSS Intranet and website for staff involved in
clinical teaching supervision and future interns.
The procedure for the management of interns income by the Directorate,
which was developed in consultation with each mission of the institution.
Fatima A. Lahrizi, Associate Director of the Medical and University
Education Directorate - Development
on actions to be implemented in terms of training for, support to and
recognition of clinical teaching supervisors.
In May a survey will be sent out across the CIUSSS to explore clinical
teaching supervisors’ needs for training, support and recognition.

SOME STATISTICS 2016-2017 – CIUSSS WEST-CENTRAL

CLINICAL TEACHING SUPERVISORS, HOW CAN WE SUPPORT YOU?

665 INTERNS INDIVIDUALLY SUPERVISED
OR CO-SUPERVISED:

The Medical and University Directorate invites all clinicians supervising
for support, recognition and training.

345 GROUP STAGES FOR ALMOST 2 000 INTERNS

It takes approximately 15 minutes to complete the survey!

ALMOST 530 CLINICAL TEACHING SUPERVISORS

Let us HELP YOU!

35 TRAININGS AND WORKSHOPS OFFERED TO 300 STUDENTS
AND STAFF IN CLSCS AND RESIDENTIAL CENTRES

The survey is available online until May 26, 2017.
Please click on this link to give us your opinion.

MORE THAN 850 INTERNS IN MEDICINE
AT THE JEWISH GENERAL HOSPITAL

Your collaboration is important to us. The results of this consultation will assist
the Committee for training and supporting clinical teaching supervisors, created in the fall of 2016, in the development and implementation of activities that
YOU consider a priority in YOUR clinical teaching mandate.

MORE THAN 360 MEDICINE RESIDENTS
AT THE JEWISH GENERAL HOSPITAL

For further information, please contact Valérie Coulombe, Planning,
ssss.gouv.qc.ca or by phone at 514-340-8222 ext. 28341

Centre: Dr. Michelle Elizov, Director, Medical and University Education
On the left: Kevin Hayes, Associate Director, Operations and
Fatima Azzahra Lahrizi, Associate Director, Development

THIS ARTICLE IS BEING REPRINTED AS THE INCORRECT7VERSION APPEARED IN THE MAY 2017 EDITION OF 360.
WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE THIS MAY HAVE CAUSED.
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WHY IS HAND HYGIENE SO IMPORTANT?
CONGRATULATIONS TO WINNERS OF THE CIUSSS-WIDE
HAND HYGIENE POSTER CONTEST!

May 5 was International Hand Hygiene Day and it was an opportunity
to remind ourselves of the importance of hand hygiene. But why is it so
important?

First Place: Donald Berman Maimonides

Hand hygiene is when you remove or kill microorganisms – a.k.a germs –
on your hands. If done correctly, hand hygiene is the single most effective
way to prevent the spread of diseases and infections. It’s the first line of
defense against germs.

Donnez à vos résidents
une “main propre” parce
que vous vous souciez!

Give your residents a
“clean hand” because
you care!

Second Place: Department of Multidisciplinary Services,
Jewish General Hospital

WATCH OUR QUICK VIDEOS ON HOW TO CLEAN YOUR HANDS WITH
WATER AND SOAP OR HAND SANITIZER!

With the rise of superbugs, having clean hands has become more important than ever. There are two ways to clean hands: with soap and
water or using hand sanitizer that contains more than 60% alcohol. Both
methods can help you and those around you stay safe. As healthcare
professionals, there are four moments that must be followed:
1) Before initial patient/patient environment contact
2) Before aseptic procedure

Third place: Miriam Home and Services

3) After body fluid exposure risk
4) After patient/patient environnent contact.
The IPAC team would like to thank everyone who participated in International Hand Hygiene Day! There was a great turn out and a high participation from staff for IPAC hand hygiene quizzes and games at the sites
that received a visit from the team.

THE CATHERINE BOOTH HOSPITAL ASKED EVERYONE TO COMMIT TO HAND
HYGIENE AND DEMONSTRATED THEIR COMMITMENT BY SIGNING A HAND ‘LEAF’
WHICH WAS ATTACHED TO THEIR HAND HYGIENE PLEDGE TREE. THE TREES ARE
DISPLAYED ON THE NURSING UNITS AND EXTRA HAND LEAVES ARE AVAILABLE
FOR MORE HAND HYGIENE COMPLIANCE PLEDGES.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY UPDATES –
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND
CALL FOR EXECUTIVES

Call for Executives and Champions
The MDC executive committee (MDCEC) is looking for two members
from the SAPA program to participate in our executive committee. We
are looking for team players that have creative ideas that will help us build
a strong Council with the ability to support our members in their initiatives
and allow them to perform according to their professional standards.

All members of the Multldisciplinary Council (MDC)* are invited to
attend the Annual General Assembly on June 7at 2:30 p.m. at the Jewish
General Hospital in the Block Amphitheatre (B106).

The MDCEC is also seeking “Champions” at facilities that do not have
representation on the executive committee. Become the “face of the
MDC” at your site and help get opinions from your fellow MDC members
to the MDCEC to improve overall communication. If you are a people
person this job is for you!

You are welcomed to view the live satellite broadcast at the
Constance-Lethbridge Rehabilitation Centre in the Edith Strauss rooms
(A and B) if more convenient for you.

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please contacting
us at cm.CCOMTL@ssss.gouv.qc.ca or on Lotus Notes à 06 CCOMTL
Conseil multidisciplinaire.

YOU ARE A MEMBER OF THE MDC IF: You have a college or
university degree, your work is related to the professional field according
to your diploma and it is directly related to health and social services,
research or teaching.

*The Multidisciplinary Council is a government mandated elected body
that represents over 2,000 members across the CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal. The Council is composed of members who hold a college or
university degree and practice in their area of study in relation to health
services, social services, research or teaching.

The agenda for the above event can be viewed on the MDC
intranet.
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SHARING SMILES

THE JGH USERS’ COMMITTEE:

WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO

On Sunday, May 7, members of the Faculty of Dentistry at McGill
University and Miriam Home and Services teamed up to deliver
the 5th Annual Oral Health Total Health’s Sharing Smiles Day. The
purpose of the event is to bring awareness to both the lack of access to oral care which persons with special needs face, and the
importance of oral health care as it relates to one’s overall health
and quality of life. Further, this fun day provides an opportunity for a positive interaction between dental students and people
with special needs, therefore making future visits to the dentist a
far more possible and enjoyable experience.

We are a small committee of seven people, elected to this
government appointed, patient advocacy/patient experience
group. Most people, when I mention this committee, whether
inside the hospital or outside, have never heard of us, nor the
wonderful contributions we are responsible for in some way.
Our objective is to enhance the environment and quality of life
of our patients, as well as inform users of the hospital of their
rights and responsibilities. Our budget is provided to us by
the provincial government, with spending permitted on
non-medical health essentials.

Approximately 80 people participated in this event that included a
morning of activities ranging from floor hockey to a sing-a-long,
followed by lunch and an oral health presentation. Thank you to
the McGill dental students, McGill faculty members and Miriam
Home and Services staff who made this possible.

Our mandate is to help fund wonderful projects and initiatives
which don’t fall under what our health care system deems
medical. We help fund communication workshops, humanization of care projects, but before our last meeting we
put out the word around the hospital that we were looking
for worthy causes to support and make a reality! One by
one, we discussed the different initiatives that we had not
known about previously. Each one was more worthy than
the last. We enabled projects to launch for cardiac patients
who needed warm blankets, grieving parents mourning
the loss of a newborn, and many more very heart-wrenching,
truly important initiatives.
After an hour of reviewing all the emotionally stimulating
possibilities, we all got up from this meeting feeling like we
just played a part in truly helping those in great need. It was
emotionally charged and we were all euphoric by the end.
Each of us do this work because we’ve experienced some
personal or family tragedy or have overcome a personal
challenge.
Knowing we can make such a huge difference in the patient
experience and the quality of care is what the Users’ Committee is all about. We are all very honoured to be able to do
this work, knowing we can make a difference to those most
in need.

Photo Caption: Students from the McGill Faculty of Dentistry, clients from Miriam Home
and Services, Dr. Jean-Marc Retrouvey and Dr. Frances Power

Lucy Shapiro, JGH Users Committee Member
360˚ is a newsletter for the staff of
the Integrated Health and Social
Services University Network for
West-Central Montreal.
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